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1.

With the main fascia panel out of the way, undo the 
following four screws and put these to one side. 
With the screws out, fully remove the metal 
bracket.

Please Note: Touch screen models will have the 
main head unit housed here. Simply disconnect the 
wiring and follow the guidance above.

Undo all four screws located on the rear of the 
main fascia panel. These screws will disengage the 
air vents and trim from the main single DIN unit/
touch screen. 

INSTALLATION GUIDE
DASH DISASSEMBLY

2.

3.

with single DIN radio. with touch screen radio.

It is worth noting that this double DIN fascia kit will work with both OEM single DIN and touch screen system layouts.

In both cases, begin the installation by using a panel removal tool to disengage the clips that hold the main fascia 
panel in place. This panel also includes the side vents. Once out, remove all connections between either the single 
DIN radio or touch screen monitor.

50-619
Suitable for Isuzu D-Max (2020 Onwards) vehicles with and without an OEM factory touch screen.
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Position the new fascia panel in front of the main 
air vent/trim panel and screw into place using 
the screws provided in this kit.

With the brackets attached and the connections 
made to the rear of the radio, place the unit into the 
dashboard and screw into place using the four pre-
existing screws removed in earlier (see Step 2).

Place the new fascia panel over the front of the 
new radio to complete the installation.

Note: if the radio sits too far forward/back, repeat 
the process from Step 5 and adjust the depth of the 
radio accordingly.

ASSEMBLING THE BRACKETS

DASHBOARD ASSEMBLY

4.

6.

7.

5. Take the brackets found within the kit and offer 
them up to the relevant side of the new radio. Once 
positioned correctly, screw them into place using a 
set of radio screws (not supplied with this kit).




